SPORTS COMMENT

Two one-year-old freshmen were spotting practice last week. When their enthusiasm got the better of their direction, they threw caution to the wind and waded in, trailing patterned scratches. Finally one of the freshmen suggested quitting and the other freshman agreed. All traces of pattern quickly vanished until members noticed that the participants of the noon practice was heading in a corner starting at nothing. Three freshmen hurried over and pulled him with the old school.

One last year's game, with B. U. ended in a toss-up, 6 to 6, which is enough reason to try the Tech.

The Engineers have been practicing for two weeks and have shown up in the practice in quantity. There are over fifty members, second only to Cornell in size. There are three freshmen who will be making their debut the Tech's third, fourth, and fifth. This makes the Tech's third most promising, and exciting one.

One last thing; for three years, with the Boston Press, he's tried to get for his team, as also did his coach, the Tech coaching rifle.

The starting lineup has been announced as follows: Omen, G. Murch; Past, C. B. Wal, B. L. O. Wal, and W. R. Walsh. Walsh will start in the shooting. The plans is to pull Burt in part of the time.

Wrestling Tourney To Start Thursday

Only Lettermen Are Excluded From Open Tourney

The free style will have a chance to test itself at the Tech wrestling tournament in the All-Technology Wrestling Tournament which will be held in the Hangar Gym on Thursday and Friday afternoon. Sec. 1 and 4. The matches will start at 5 o'clock and will close at 8 o'clock. The winners will be crowned in the Hangar Gym. The matches will be refereed by the Head Coach of the Tech wrestling team. The first year and the second year wrestlers will be restricted to those who have not won varsity letters in previous seasons. The matches will be divided into the following classes: 115 lb., 125 lb., 135 lb., 145 lb., 155 lb., 160 lb., 170 lb., 180 lb., 190 lb., 200 lb., 205 lb., and above 205 lb.
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